
 

 
                                  

 

AGENDA 

 

 
 
 

For a meeting of the 

COMMUNITIES POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
to be held on 

THURSDAY, 19 NOVEMBER 2015 
at 

2.30 PM 
in 

WITHAM ROOM - COUNCIL OFFICES, ST. PETER'S HILL, 
GRANTHAM. NG31 6PZ 

Beverly Agass, Chief Executive    

 

Group Members: Councillor Duncan Ashwell, Councillor Ashley Baxter, 
Councillor Barry Dobson, Councillor Mike Exton, Councillor 
Tracey Forman, Councillor Mrs Andrea Webster (Vice-
Chairman) and Councillor Rosemary H Woolley (Chairman) 

  
Portfolio Holders: Councillor Bob Adams, Leader of the Council, Portfolio: Grow 

the Economy - Economic Development 
Councillor Terl Bryant, Portfolio Holder: Strategic Resources - 
Well Run Council 
Councillor Mrs Frances Cartwright, Portfolio Holder: Good 
Housing 
Councillor Kelham Cooke, Portfolio Holder: Governance & 
Communication 
Councillor Nick Craft, Deputy Leader of the Council. Portfolio: 
Healthy Environment 

  
Support Officer: Jo Toomey Tel: 01476 40 60 80 (ext. 6152) 

E-mail: j.toomey@southkesteven.gov.uk 

 
Members of the Group are invited to attend the above meeting to consider the 

items of business listed below. 
 

1. COMMENTS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
 

  
2. MEMBERSHIP 

 
 The Group to be notified of any substitute members. 

  



3. APOLOGIES 
 

  
4. DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS 

 
 Members are asked to disclose any interests in matters for consideration at the 

meeting. 

  
5. ACTION NOTES FROM THE MEETING HELD ON 17TH SEPTEMBER 2015 

 
  (Enclosure) 

  
6. UPDATES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

 
 Court Closure Consultation 

  
7. FEEDBACK FROM THE EXECUTIVE 

 
  
8. EXECUTIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

 
 Report LDS162 by Executive Manager, Corporate (Enclosure) 

  
9. EMPTY HOMES REVIEW 

 
 Report ENV632 by Business Manager, Environmental Health (Enclosure) 

  
10. REVIEW OF ALLOCATIONS POLICY 

 
 Report BMH103 and supporting presentation by the Business Manager, Housing

 (Enclosure) 

  
11. UPDATES FROM WORKING GROUPS 

 
 • Car Parking Strategy 

• Local Authority Controlled Company 

• Waste Collection Policy Review 
  
12. WORK PROGRAMME 

 
 Scoping of: 

• Communal Facilities in Sheltered Housing 
  
13. ANY OTHER BUSINESS, WHICH THE CHAIRMAN, BY REASON OF 

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, DECIDES IS URGENT 
 

  
 
 



 

MEETING OF THE 
COMMUNITIES POLICY 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
 
THURSDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2015 2.30 PM 

 

 

 
 

 
GROUP MEMBERS PRESENT 
  
Councillor Duncan Ashwell 
Councillor Ashley Baxter 
Councillor Mike Exton 
 

Councillor Mrs Andrea Webster (Vice-
Chairman) 
Councillor Rosemary H Woolley 
(Chairman) 
 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER  
Councillor Kelham Cooke (Portfolio Holder: Governance & Communication) 
Councillor Frances Cartwright (Portfolio Holder: Good Housing) 
 
OFFICERS 
 
Tracey Blackwell (Strategic Director, Environment and Property) 
Ian Yates (Executive Manager, Environment) 
Jo Toomey (Principal Democracy Officer) 
Joe Pearson (Apprentice Democracy Officer) 
 
 

 
 

19. APOLOGIES 
 
 Apologies were given by Councillors Tracey Forman and Barry Dobson. An 

apology for absence was given by Councillor Bob Adams, who was the 
Portfolio Holder for Grow the Economy – Economic Development. 

  
20. DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS 
 
 No interests were disclosed. 
  
21. ACTION NOTES FROM THE MEETING HELD ON 23 JULY 2015 
 
 Action notes from the previous meeting on the 23rd July 2015 were a correct 

record. 
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22. MINISTRY OF JUSTICE CONSULTATION ON PROPOSED COURT 
CLOSURES 

 
 The Principal Democracy Officer presented report number LDS160 which 

asked Members to discuss a series of consultation questions posed by HM 
Courts and Tribunals Service about the proposed closure of Grantham 
Magistrates’ Court.   The aim of the proposed reforms was to ensure quicker 
and fairer access to justice in a justice system that reflected the way that 
people want to access services by reducing the cost of the estate (estimated 
savings totalled £35 million) and investing those savings into the remaining 
facilities. 
 
Members were asked to discuss the proposals and consider all the possible 
consequences and benefits of the court closures to help the Governance and 
Communication Portfolio Holder respond to the consultation on behalf of the 
Council.  
 
Members noted that the impact of the proposed closure was not so great as it 
might have been, as a number of services previously provided from Grantham 
have already been transferred to Boston and Lincoln. Members requested that 
information on the usage of Grantham Magistrates’ Court and the impact of 
those cases being heard in Lincoln should be included in the response. 
 
It was explained by some members that closing Grantham Magistrates’ Courts 
could have both financial risks as well as security risks if offenders refuse to go 
to court if it is far away. This could result in financial loss for other parties who 
are also required to attend and  lead to the issuing of warrants.,  
 
Members discussed the possibility of using local police stations for criminal 
cases.  
 
Concern was expressed by members around: 

• the possibility of solicitors charging more money for their services 

• Victims being subjected to unnecessary stress 

• The facts and figures set out in the report being challengeable in relation 

to public transport times, court occupancy statistics and comparator data 

for the Midlands region, which was skewed by large cities 

• The average time in Lincolnshire between a case being laid and its first 

hearing in a Magistrates’ Court was 7.4 weeks against a national 

average of 5.5 weeks; closure of Grantham courthouse would extend 

this time further 

• The financial implications for council and surround areas caused by the 

court closures 
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• Rural offenders/witnesses finding it difficult to attend hearings or being 

subjected to unnecessary financial loss because of the cost and 

complexity of public transport 

• The foundation of the justice system was local police investigating local 

incidents and local people adjudicating their peers 

• Travel times in the consultation document are based on journeying from 

Grantham  

• Journeys to Lincoln on public transport were complicated and required 

making a number of connections, this was felt to be detrimental to 

people who were elderly or had a disability that meant they had poor 

mobility 

• Changes to the transport subsidy provided by Lincolnshire County 

Council would see the removal of bus services 

• Due to local media in their areas not covering the court hearings in other 

areas, due to increased travel distance, the deterrent would be lost 

• The cost of attending court could equate to such a significant sum that it 

was equivalent to a weekly shop 

It was explained by the officer that the consultation document stated that the 
courts were willing to be flexible with listing times and accommodating special 
circumstances – such as transport issues. However, some members expressed 
the view of courts possibly not being able to keep to this statement. 
 
The allocation of cases to the court at which they would be heard was based on 
local justice areas. Members suggested that if the proposed closure was to 
proceed, the areas should be reviewed, with consideration to areas that 
crossed county boundaries. This would reduce difficulties with access as towns 
and villages within the south of the district had better transport links and greater 
affinity with Peterborough than Lincoln. 
Discussion ensued around the potential of using video conferencing for court 
hearings and using spare rooms within community buildings reducing the 
distances victims and offenders were required to travel reducing inconvenience 
and preventing financial losses. A further advantage would be removing the 
requirement for victims and witnesses having to be in the same room as 
defendants accused of committing crimes against them. Members felt that 
remote access was only appropriate for civil cases and criminal cases where 
the sentence was not likely to be imprisonment. Connections using video 
conferencing facilities would need to be reliable. 
 
Before considering in principle whether the Council would be able to provide 
any support further information was needed about the level and type of 
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assistance that would be required.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Members will be sent a copy of the draft consultation response for 
comment 

  
23. REPORTS FROM WORKING GROUPS 
 
 The Car Parking Working Group met on the 16th September 2015 where 

officers explained the proposed programme of work to its members. The 
discussion highlighted what areas needed to be considered by members and 
what information still needed to be gathered by officers.  
 
The date and time of the next Car Parking Working Group would be discussed 
by the chairman and the vice-chairman. 

  
24. WORK PROGRAMME 
 
 A scoping document outlining a review of the Waste Collection Policy was 

tabled by the Executive Manager, Environment. It was explained that every 4 or 
5 years waste collection policy needed to be reviewed and that the Business 
Manager, Street Care Services had some ideas and had begun some early 
work looking at how the service was provided. The Executive Manager also 
explained how the Council used to receive recycling credits, which had now 
been withdrawn and led to a significant budget shortfall between 2015/16 and 
2017/18 and that this should be taken into account as the devoted policy 
options are consulted by the group. 
 
It was noted that collection times would not change and a review of village 
halls, charities, etc., would form part of the work. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
A working group with Councillors Rosemary Woolley Mike Exton, Ashley 
Baxter and Andrea Webster is to be formed to look at reviewing the 
Refuge Collection Rules – Councillors Tracey Forman and Barry Dobson 
to be invited to the working group also.  

 

Possible site visits: MURF Caythorpe and the energy from waste plant in 
Lincoln 
 
(End of meeting 16:11) 
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REPORT TO COMMUNITIES P.D.G.  

 
REPORT OF: Executive Manager - Corporate 
 
REPORT NO:  LDS162 

 
DATE:      19TH November 2015 
 

TITLE: 
 

Executive Arrangements 

KEY DECISION  OR 
POLICY FRAMEWORK 
PROPOSAL: 

Changes to the Constitution 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: 
NAME AND 
DESIGNATION: 

Councillor Kelham Cooke – Portfolio Holder for 
Governance and Communications 

CONTACT OFFICER: Lucy Youles  Executive Manager  - Corporate 
E-mail: l.youles@southkesteven.gov.uk 
Telephone:01476  406105 

INITIAL IMPACT 
ANALYSIS: 
 
Equality and Diversity 

Carried out and  
Referred to in 
paragraph (7) below 
 
Not applicable 

Full impact assessment 
Required: 
 
 
Not applicable 

FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION ACT: 

This report is publicly available via the Your Council 
and  Democracy link on the Council’s website: 
www.southkesteven.gov.uk 
 

BACKGROUND 
PAPERS 
 

The Constitution 
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1. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1.1 It is recommended that the Policy Development Group considers the proposals 

from the Cabinet to change: 

• The name of the Cabinet to the “Executive” 

• Portfolio holders to “Executive Members” 

• The portfolio names as follows: 
o Governance and Communications to “Governance” 
o Grow the Economy to “Growth” 
o Clean Green and Healthy to “Environment” 
o Good Housing to “Housing” 
o Arts and Leisure to “Culture” 
o Strategic Resources to “Resources” 

• The Engagement PDG to “Growth” PDG 

• The remit of the Growth, Communities and Resources PDGs to align 
with the overarching priorities of the Council emphasising the vision for 
growth. 

• The process for liaison between the Executive and the PDGs. 

• The involvement of a greater number of Members of the Council in the 
work of the PDGs by increasing the number of Members from seven to 
nine and inviting all Members of the Council to attend informal 
information sharing sessions. 

 
2. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
2.1 The purpose of the report is to set out the proposals for changes to the 

executive function of the Council to emphasise the strategic function of the 
Cabinet and its members, the growth agenda, the liaison between the PDGs 
and the Executive Members to reflect current working practise and the 
involvement of an increased number of Members of the Council. 

 
3. DETAILS OF REPORT  
 
3.1 The Cabinet has been considering how it can improve the way in which it 

works with the PDGs to assist the executive function of the Council with the 
outcomes required to support priorities. With a focus on the growth agenda, 
it is important that the work of the PDGs is aligned to the overarching 
outcomes.  

 
3.2 It is proposed that the name of the Cabinet is changed to the Executive and its 

Members are known as Executive Members rather than Portfolio Holders. The 
change is required to properly reflect the strategic leadership of the executive 
function. The executive is the term referred to in the relevant local government 
legislation and is predominantly used by local authorities in the County. 

 
3.3  The names of the portfolios of the Executive Members should be simplified for 

ease of reference as detailed at clause 1.1 above. The original names of the 
portfolios emphasise the priorities when introduced. The priorities are now well 
established and the portfolios can be understood with simplified titles. 

 
3.4 The names of the PDGs were originally introduced in 2007 and their remits 

were aligned to the portfolios held by the Executive Members, changing from 
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time to time as the portfolios were developed. The names of the Communities 
and Resources PDG continue to be relevant. The name of the Engagement 
PDG does not align to current portfolios and could be changed to Growth PDG 
to emphasise the Council’s current vision for growth. The change in name 
would also reflect the current and future work of the Engagement PDG.  

 The remits can be emphasised as follows: 
 

 Growth PDG 
 

The Growth PDG will assist the Executive Members in shaping the plans 
that will guide the future growth and prosperity of the District by positively 
contributing to the development of the related strategies and initiatives 
which will deliver new homes, additional employment opportunities and the 
necessary supporting infrastructure. 

 
Communities PDG 

 
The Communities PDG will assist the Executive Members to help local 
people and those moving into the District by formulating environment, 
health, safety and cultural initiatives that will ensure the overall wellbeing of 
our communities. 

 
Resources PDG 
 
The Resources PDG will assist the Executive Members in ensuring that the 
Council is able to maintain a sustainable financial position, maximise the 
resources available to it and to channel those resources effectively to deliver 
positive outcomes in the community. 

 
3.5 Liaison between the Executive and the PDGs has been carried out through a 

separate meeting between the Executive Members and the Chairmen and Vice-
chairmen of the PDGs. This meeting has operated in isolation from the 
Executive Member Briefings. The provision of the Liaison Meeting has been 
incorporated into quarterly meetings of wider Executive Member Briefings. This 
has been acknowledged as an improvement in the liaison process and should 
be proposed as a change in the Constitution to reflect the current working 
practices. 

 
3.6 It is proposed that the number of Members of the PDGs is increased from 

seven to nine Members in each PDG. In addition, it is proposed that informal 
information sessions are introduced for all Members of the Council to attend. 

 
4. OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 
4.1 The review of the PDGs has included work on the number of PDGs necessary 

to carry out the work required to assist the executive function of the Council. In 

determining the requirement for 3 PDGs, consideration was given to the 
delivery of proposed work plans through 2 PDGs and 4 PDGs.  The delivery of 
the work plans through 2 PDGs effectively reduces the number of Members 
who would be able to participate as members of each panel. It was anticipated 
that the scope of work for each PDG would be too broad, requiring frequent 
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meetings to cover the full range of topics aligned to each PDG . This could lead 
to a confused identity and remit. 

 
4.2  In considering delivery through 4 PDGs it was determined that the range of 

work for each PDG would be thinly spread leading to confusion about which 
PDG should consider items. The PDGs would have similar remits which 
would lead to frequent crossover and joint working which could negate the 
need for 4 PDGs.   
 

5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS  
 
5.1 There are no significant resource implications anticipated by the proposed 

changes. Any increase in the number of working groups of the PDGs will be 
monitored to determine the implications on resources required. 

 
6. RISK AND MITIGATION  
 
Risk has been considered as part of this report and any specific high risks are included 
in the table below: 
 

Category Risk Action / Controls 

None  

  

 
7. ISSUES ARISING FROM IMPACT ANALYSIS 
 
7.1 None applicable 
 
8. CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS 
 
8.1 None 
 
9. COMMENTS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 
9.1 There are no significant resource implications anticipated by the proposed 

changes. Any increase in the number of working groups of the PDGs will be 
monitored to determine the implications on resources required. 

 
10. COMMENTS OF LEGAL AND DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 
 
10.1 There are no legal implications from the changes proposed.  The requirement 

for political balance relating to the membership of each PDG will continue to 
apply. 

 
11. COMMENTS OF OTHER RELEVANT SERVICES 
 
11.1 None relevant 
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REPORT TO COMMUNITIES PDG 

 
REPORT OF: Anne-Marie Coulthard 
 
REPORT NO:  ENV632 

 
DATE:     19 November 2015  
 

TITLE: 
 

Empty Homes Review  

KEY DECISION  
OR POLICY 
FRAMEWORK 
PROPOSAL: 

 

PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER: 
NAME AND 
DESIGNATION: 

Cllr Francis Cartwright 
Portfolio Holder: Good Housing 

CONTACT 
OFFICER: 

Anne-Marie Coulthard, Business Manager, Environmental Health 
a.coulthard@southkesteven.gov.uk 
01476 406080 Extn:6319 

INITIAL IMPACT 
ANALYSIS: 
 
Equality and 
Diversity 

Carried out and  
Referred to in paragraph 
(7) below 
 
 

Full impact assessment 
Required: 
No 

FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION 
ACT: 

This report is publicly available via the Your Council and  
Democracy link on the Council’s website: 
www.southkesteven.gov.uk 
 

BACKGROUND 
PAPERS 
 

 
Private Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2013-18 
http://www.southkesteven.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=9635&p=0  
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1. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1.1 The Communities PDG are invited to note the content of the review report; and  
 
1.2  Make a recommendation to Cabinet that the Council  continue with the current 

approach to tackling empty homes in the district.  
 
2. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
2.1 To present the results of the review of empty homes in the district, the methods 
 currently employed to tackle empty homes and the recent outcomes. 
 
3. DETAILS OF REPORT  
 
3.1 A number of initiatives are currently in place which both incentivise and 

penalise the owners of long term (6+months) empty homes. These include 
empty homes grants and a council tax premium.  

 
3.2 As a result of our actions, the number of long term empty homes in the district 

has reduced significantly from a peak of 670 in 2009, and has now reached a 
plateau at around 470 per year. 

 
3.3 As a district a relatively low proportion of our homes (0.73% in 2014) are long 

term empty, and we compare favourably to both the overall Lincolnshire rate of 
0.92%, and the England rate of 0.88%. 

 
3.4 The review concludes that the current approach to tacking empty homes is 

proportionate to the problem and the tools available in the Private Sector 
Housing Renewal Policy 2013-2018 remain relevant.  

 
4. OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 
4.1 An increase on proactive work to tackle empty homes would require additional 

resource.  The benefits are likely to be disproportionate to the scale of the issue 
in the district.  

 
5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS  
 
5.1 Work on empty homes is currently undertaken within current resources.  Any 

additional work would be likely to require further staff resource.   
 
6. RISK AND MITIGATION  
 
Risk has been considered as part of this report and any specific high risks are included 
in the table below: 
 

Category Risk Action / Controls 

Strategic – loss of housing 
stock 

Contact is made with owners to advise 
them of their options and provide support.  
Where appropriate enforcement action is 
considered in line with policy.  
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7. ISSUES ARISING FROM IMPACT ANALYSIS 
 
7.1 None  
 
8. CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS 
 
8.1 Bringing long term empty homes back into use or improving their external 

appearance while empty has a positive impact on crime and disorder as they 
are less likely to attract antisocial behaviour and gives a greater feeling of 
security for local residents.  

 
9. COMMENTS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 
9.1 The financial implications supporting the reduction of empty homes are 

considered as part of the annual budgetary framework.  Existing resources are 
deployed to deal with empty homes and should the Council consider alternative 
strategies to tackle the current number of empty properties then additional 
resources to support this will need to be considered. 

 
10. COMMENTS OF LEGAL AND DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 
 
10.1 The Private Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2013 -2018 was approved by 

Cabinet on 5th August 2013 and it is therefore, appropriate that any decision 
following review that affects the policy is made by Cabinet.  

     
 
11. COMMENTS OF OTHER RELEVANT SERVICES 
 
11.1 none  
 
12.     APPENDICES: 
 
12.1 Empty homes Review Report (Appendix 1)  
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Review of Empty Homes in South Kesteven  
 
Tackling empty homes is an important part of our overarching Housing Strategy 2013-2018 
which includes maximising the number of empty homes bought back into use.  Work to 
prevent and reduce the number of empty homes also links to a number of polices including 
private sector housing renewal, homelessness and allocations.  
 
The Private Sector Housing Renewal Policy 2013-2018 documents our current approach to 
empty homes and enforcement tools including Empty Dwelling Management Orders, 
Compulsory Purchase and Enforced Sale which may be considered on a case by case basis 
 
This review focuses on long term empty homes (empty more than 6 months). 
 
Aim 
 
To consider the extent of the problem of long term empty homes in South Kesteven, and 
review the effectiveness of the framework used to reduce the number and impact of empty 
homes. 
 
 
Current situation in South Kesteven  
 
Data relating to empty homes is held in the council tax database. 
 
 
Table 1: Number of long term empty homes in Kesteven 
 

 
Empty homes 6 month+ 

 
Empty homes 2 years + 
 

 
TOTAL 

 
354 

 
140 

 
494 

Source:  SKDC council tax 27 July 2015 

 
Previous data shows that long term empty homes in South Kesteven reached their peak at 
670 in 2009.  Since then there has been a gradual decline, with numbers now reaching a 
plateau at an average of 473 per month in 2013, and 460 per month in 2014.   
 
Housing need 
 
There are currently 3485 people on our housing register, of these 920 are considered to be in 
housing need. 41% of Housing Needs Enquiry (HNE’s) forms came from within the postcode 
NG31.  This follows a year on year trend, which shows that on average 50% of housing need 
comes from with Grantham itself.  12% came from Stamford, followed by 9% from Bourne and 
the rest came from outlying areas.  There were also 18% who either had no fixed abode or the 
field was left blank.   
 
530 new properties were completed in South Kesteven in 2013-14, of these 91 (17%) were 
affordable homes. In 2014-15, 646 new homes were completed in South Kesteven, of these, 
92 (14%) were affordable.  
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The demand for good quality, affordable housing is increasing however, supply is not meeting 
the demand.  The increase in population and social trend changes of people living alone or in 
smaller households has amplified this need.  Based on the latest housing needs survey 
(2010), we need 676 new homes per annum.  The majority of these will come from new build; 
however, creating new homes from empty homes has a role to play in meeting our increasing 
housing need. 
 
National picture 
 
According to Council tax data provided to the Government by local authorities in 2014, there 
are now over 600,000 empty homes in England, 200,000 of which are classed as long term 
empty (0.88% of the housing stock). 
 
Mapping using this data was undertaken by the charity Empty Homes as part of their Empty 
Homes in England Report 2015.  This highlights regional differences, with Northern regions 
having higher percentages of long empty homes than England overall.  This is also true in the 
East Midlands, although at 0.97% the Region is closer to the overall level for England than any 
of the Northern regions. 
 
Table 2: Number and percentage of long term empty homes by region 
 

Region Number of Dwellings No. of empty homes 
(+6 months) 

% of homes empty 
+ 6 months 

North East 1,196,943 16,052 1.34 

Yorkshire & Humber 2,357,866 27,058 1.15 

North West 3,193,675 40,461 1.27 

West Midlands 2,413,862 22,257 0.92 

East of England 2,590,719 17,202 0.66 

London 3,470,247 20,795 0.60 

South East 3,768,624 23,956 0.64 

South West 2,457,713 18,550 0.75 

East Midlands 2,014,514 19,490 0.97 

England 23,464,163 205,821 0.88 

Lincolnshire 331,397 3097 0.92 

South Kesteven 61,504 591 0.73 
Source: Empty homes in England 2015 (Empty Homes) 

 
 
County comparisons 
 
Across Lincolnshire there were 205,821 long term empty homes in 2014.  Countywide there 
has been a gradual decline in overall numbers over the last 4 years which follows a national 
trend as the housing market has improved since the financial crisis in 2008.  The highest total 
number of empty homes is consistently found in East Lindsey, followed by West Lindsey. 
Figure 1 compares the total numbers of long term empty homes in each Lincolnshire authority. 
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Figure 1: Total long term empty homes across Lincolnshire (2014) 
 

 
Source: Council tax base 2014 statistical release (https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/council-taxbase-statistics ) 

 
South Kesteven has the third highest total number of long term empty homes.  However, the 
districts with the highest number of long term empty homes do not necessarily have the 
highest proportions of their housing stock empty.  For this reason the total number of empty 
homes has been taken as a percentage of the total stock of each authority in Table 3.  This 
shows that in 2014, only South Holland and Boston had fewer empty homes as a percentage 
of their stock than South Kesteven. 
 
 
Table 3: Percentage of empty homes by district (2014 CTB base) 
 

District Total No. Dwellings 
on valuation list 

No. of empty homes 
(+6 months) 

% of housing stock 
empty +6 months 

Boston 28810 192 0.67 

East Lindsey 66978 807 1.20 

Lincoln 44363 408 0.92 

North Kesteven 48767 381 0.78 

South Holland 39275 271 0.69 

South Kesteven 61504 447 0.73 

West Lindsey 41700 591 1.42 

 
How long do homes in South Kesteven remain empty? 
 
Homes which have been empty for between 6 months and 1 year form the highest proportion 
of empty homes in the district at 49%.  These are often empty as they are on the market for 
sale or require modernisation work to return them to occupation and often come back into use 
with little or no intervention.  
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Table 4 provides a breakdown of the number of long term empty homes and how long they 
have remained empty.  Included in the 10+ group are 15 properties which have been empty 
since before current council tax records began in 1993.  Contact has been made with the 
owners of these properties but for various reasons they remain empty. We are aware of a 
number of “buy to leave” properties in the district, where properties are seen as an investment 
and are left until such time as the owner wishes to realise the asset. 
 
Table 4: Period of time long term empty homes have been empty 
 

Period empty Number of homes 

6 months-1 year 241 

1-3 years 172 

3-5 years 21 

5-10 years 25 

10 years + 35 

 
Empty properties are spread across the district with no one street/road having high numbers of 
empty homes, making neighbourhood wide improvement schemes unsuitable.  However there 
are differences between Ward areas. 
 
 
Empty homes by Ward 
 
Grantham St Vincent’s and Stamford St Mary’s have the highest total numbers of empty 
homes, however, these Wards also have the highest number of households, therefore if could 
be expected that they would have higher numbers of empty homes. 
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Figure 2: Long term empty properties by Ward  
 

 
 
 
The higher number of 6 month to 2 year empty homes in Grantham St Vincent’s can in part be 
explained by a new housing development offering 41 one and two bedroom retirement living 
apartments for the over 60’s, which was completed in September 2014 and still has a number 
of unsold units, however, the developer advised that this was to be expected and follows their 
trend with full occupation expected within 2.5 years of completion.  
 
Stamford St John’s and Grantham Barrowby Gate are currently the only Wards with no homes 
which have been empty more than 2 years. According to the 2015 Indices of Deprivation, 
Stamford St John’s is also the least deprived area in Lincolnshire.  
 
Belvoir Ward has the most homes which have been empty for more than 5 years.  This may 
reflect the high proportion of older, listed homes which require modernisation. 
 
As with the overall district data, the number of dwellings in a Ward is important in determining 
the proportion of empty homes in each Ward.  The proportion of empty homes in South 
Kesteven as a whole is 0.73% and is show as a red line in Figure 3. 
 
While Grantham St Vincent’s and Stamford St Mary’s still feature highly, a number of rural 
Wards, including Lincrest and Toller also show levels of empty properties which are higher 
than the district as a whole. 
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Figure 3: Proportion of long term empty properties in each Ward  
 

 
 
 
Why target empty homes 
 

1. Increased availability of housing in the District to help meet housing need 
2. Reduced the blight on neighbourhoods associated with empty properties 
3. Enhanced environment and economic vitality of local communities 
4. Reduced number of properties becoming long term empty (6 months or more)  
5. Provide income – attract NHB for 6 years when bought back into use 

 
 
Mechanisms already in place to reduce empty homes 
 

• Council tax levy (100% of liability from 6 months to 2 years, 150% of liability after 2 
years) 

• Use of Capacity Grid to identify empty homes which are now occupied, ensuring up to 
date council tax information and NHB is claimed.  

• Empty homes assistance of up to £5,000 per property to bring long term empty 
properties back into use for the rental market 

• Risk assessed approach to priority for action 

• One to one advice to owners and general advice through the landlords forum and our 
website 

• Enforcement where negotiation has failed e.g. visual disamenity, statutory nuisance 
where affecting another property, pests, boarding up to prevent unauthorised entry etc 
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Current outcomes 
 

• Empty homes number have reduced from 670 in 2009 to 460 in 2014. 

• In 2012/13, 196 empty homes were bought back into use providing New Homes Bonus 
(Gov. Figures)  

• An average of 15 long term empty properties are bought back into use each year for the 
rental market at an affordable rent using empty homes grants. 

• Over the last two years, 50 complaints have been received relating to 29 empty 
properties.  In 9 of these cases informal action was unsuccessful and enforcement 
action was taken to improve their external appearance and reduce their impact on the 
neighbourhood.  

• Enforced sale provisions are in progress to recover debt from works undertaken in the 
owners default at one empty property. 

 
 
Examples of recent success stories -  before and after 
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And one in progress.... 
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REPORT TO COMMUNITIES P.D.G.   

 
 

REPORT OF:  Business Manager Housing 

 
REPORT NO: BMH 103 

 
DATE:    19th November 2015 
 

TITLE: 
 

SKDC Housing Allocations Policy Review 2015 

KEY DECISION  OR 
POLICY FRAMEWORK 
PROPOSAL: 

Policy proposals 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: 
NAME AND 
DESIGNATION: 

Councillor Frances Cartwright 
Portfolio Holder, Good Housing 

CONTACT OFFICER: Lisa Barker, Business Manager Housing 
l.barker@southkesteven.gov.uk 
01476 406251 

INITIAL IMPACT 
ANALYSIS: 
 
Equality and Diversity 

Carried out and  
Referred to in paragraph 
(7) below 
 

Full impact assessment 
Required: 
 

FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION ACT: 

This report is publicly available via the Your Council and  
Democracy link on the Council’s website: 
www.southkesteven.gov.uk 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Allocations Policy 2013  
http://www.southkesteven.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=13696&p
=0 
 
Housing Act 1996 In particular Parts VI and VII  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/52/part/VI 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/52/part/VII 
Housing Allocations Code of Guidance 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/5918/2171391.pdf 
 
Providing social housing for local people: Statutory guidance on 
social housing allocations for local authorities in England 
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“Supplementary Code” 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/269035/131219_circular_for_pdf.pdf 
Housing Allocation Regulations including: (Right to Move 
guidance) 
 
Statutory guidance on social housing allocations for local housing 
authorities in England 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/418437/Right_to_move_-_statutory_guidance.pdf 
 
Allocation of Housing (Qualification Criteria For Armed Forces 
Personnel) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/8417/2060709.pdf 
 

 
 
1. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
It is recommended that Communities PDG consider the proposed outline changes to 
the Council’s approved Allocations Policy for Social Housing set out in the presentation 
and provide feedback and views on the proposed changes.  

 
 
2. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT  

 
To seek the views and comments of the Communities PDG in respect of the proposed 
outline changes to the Council`s approved Allocations Policy for Social Housing. 

 
 
3. DETAILS OF REPORT  
            

 
This report sets out a number of areas within the allocations policy for discussion and 
consultation.  Policy direction is sought in relation to: 
 

• Under occupation and overcrowding 

• Refusing access to the housing register e.g. unacceptable behaviour 

• Increasing the priority awarded for households that have received a valid notice 
seeking possession 

• Refusing access to applicants who have sufficient resources 

• Local Lettings Policy 

• Increase local connection qualification period 

• Witness protection 

• Harassment/risk of harm 

• Consider alternative ways to manage transfer applications 

• Households with multiple/complex needs 

• Armed Forces Community Covenant 

• Regeneration 

• Partnership work 

• Own room age 21 or 18? 

• Reintroduce choice? 

• Management of decisions, reviews, appeals 
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The implementation of the 2013 Allocations Policy went well, but it quickly became 
apparent that there are some areas that could work better.  The policy needs to be 
more explicit in conveying to customers and other partner agencies the criteria to 
enable an individual/household to become a priority.  The current policy and guidance 
notes (which are not published externally) are open to interpretation and consequently 
a substantial amount of time is spent by staff explaining to customers and their 
supporting agencies the reasons for the banding decisions.  There have been 
numerous enquiries, requests for reviews, Councillor and MP’s letters concerning 
housing applicants and the allocation policy.  When comparing SKDC’s Allocations 
Policy with those of several larger authorities that are regularly “challenged” it is 
immediately apparent that our policy could and should, be more robust, particularly on 
the decision making process of reducing priority and excluding customers from the 
housing register.  When trying to make best use of existing council stock the policy 
allows little scope for management to facilitate moves for existing tenants in 
exceptional cases of over and under occupation, urgent decants for repair work etc.  
The current policy has some basic omissions, such as when an application may be 
closed and is silent in relation to some minor, but nevertheless important categories, 
such as those referred under the National Witness Protection Scheme for example.  
 

4.         OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 

           This session provides an opportunity to discuss with members the opportunities for 
change. It is a statutory requirement for Local Authorities to develop and publish a 
Housing Allocations Policy. Government policy and the law have changed. These 
changes need to be reflected in the Councils adopted Allocations Policy.  

 
 
5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS  
 

Modest resources will be required for the development of a revised policy and      
predominantly involves staff time. A small allocation has been provided by government 
to account for IT changes required as a result of changing government policy.  

 
 
6. RISK AND MITIGATION  
 

Risk has been considered as part of this report and any specific high risks are included 
in the table below: 

 

Category Risk Action / Controls 

The current policy is open to 
challenge and possible 
damage to the Council’s 
reputation. 
 

Revise the current policy to increase 
transparency 

 
 
 
7. ISSUES ARISING FROM IMPACT ANALYSIS 
 

An Impact analysis will be undertaken on the revised policy 
 
 
8. CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS 
 

Crime and Disorder issues will be considered in the revised policy.  
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9. COMMENTS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 
 Any additional costs associated with theis review will be met from existing resources.  

Should there be financial implications that would have an impact on the 30 year 
business model then these will be modelled as part of the review. 

 
 
10. COMMENTS OF LEGAL AND DEMOCRATIC SERVICES 
 
10.1  The Council’s policy must meet the requirements of the existing legislation and 

government guidance in respect of allocations. In particular, the policy must have 
regard to the Housing Act 1996 as amended by the Localism Act 2011.  

 
10.2  The effects of the amendments brought in by the Localism Act 2011 are that:  
 

• Local housing authorities in England the power to determine what classes of 
persons are or not qualifying persons to be allocated social housing; 

• Allow local housing authorities considerable discretion in giving preference to 
certain groups and allows additional preference to be given to applicants such as 
those in work, those making a contribution to the local community or foster carers;  

• Maintain certain classes of persons who must be give reasonable preference for an 
allocation;  

• Disqualify certain classes of applicants (mainly those subject to immigration control) 
for allocation;  

• Prevent disqualification of members of HM Armed Forces for the lack of local 
connection; 

• Take the existing social tenants out of the scope of Part 6 of the Housing Act 1996 
for the purposes of transfers, with the exception of those who have reasonable 
preference.  

 
10.3  It is a requirement that all relevant stakeholders and Council Members are consulted 

on the proposed changes. 
 
10.4  Any proposed changes must comply with the Council duty under the equalities act and 

any other relevant duty and, an equality impact analysis must be completed.    
 
 
11. COMMENTS OF OTHER RELEVANT SERVICES 
 
 None 
 
12.     APPENDICES: 
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